Development
Domain
Circle Time
Language and
Literacy Knowledge
and Skills
Science, Math and
Nature, Social and
Emotional
Development
Small Groups
Math Concepts
or
Language Concepts

Monday

Tuesday

Demonstrate the
Experiments used in the
small groups

Wheels and Axles
Goal: To use a wagon as
a way to demonstrate
how wheels make work
easier when they are
attached to an axle.

Goal: To explain how to
do the experiments so
the students can try
them out themselves

Thursday

Levers
Ms Reems
Goal: To see how a
hammer makes it
possible insert a nail in
wood.

Closed Friday

Pulleys

Dance with Ms Rachel

Goal: To understand how
a pulley works.

Goal: To work together
as a group to make a
dance using simple
machine ideas.

Over the week, we will try to devise a Leprechaun Trap using Simple Machines
Small group
Wheels and Axles
Goal: To see how wheels
allow heavy things to be
moved more easily

Small group
Inclined Plane
Experiment

Small group
Names in Upper and
Lowercase letters

Small group
Letter of the Week J j

Small group
Lever Experiment
Goal: To understand how
levers can make work
easier. Scissors are levers.

Goal: To see how fast
different kinds of balls
roll down a ramp.

Goal: To copy first and
last names in ruled lines.

Play in the Woods

Sensory Table sand

Goal: Words that start
with J j. Listen to the
sound of the letter. Write
the letter in uppercase
and lowercase.
Play in the Woods

Goal: To use funnels and
measuring cups and
sifters in sand

Goal: gross motor
development,
experiences with nature.

Goal: To use funnels and
measuring cups and
sifters in sand

Goal: gross motor
development,
experiences with nature.

Goal: To use funnels and
measuring cups and
sifters in sand

Art Materials

Drama
Home Center

Structures

Music and Movement

Science

Goal: Small muscle
development and
creative expression using
light table and, markers.

Goal: To turn the home
center into a Post Office
for our Mail Project.

Goal: Small and large
muscle development.
Creative expression.
Shape, balance, counting,
measurement. Physics
principles.

Goal: Experiments with
different sounds and
ways your body can move
with or without music.

Goal: Become familiar
with scientific inquiry
such as predictions,
hypotheses,
experimentation.

Physical development Sensory Table sand
and health
Gross and fine motor
skills
Free Choice:
Art
Drama
Music and Movement
Structures
Science
Social/Emotional

Wednesday

Sunshiner Lesson Plans

Simple Machines

Sensory Table sand
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